Reflections on the origin of the genetic code: a hypothesis.
The origin of the organisation of the genetic code reflects both the biosynthetic relationships between amino acids and the physicochemical interactions between these and anticodons; moreover, these two forces do not act independently. It must therefore be explained why it is simultaneously true that the anticodons of product amino acids were assigned prior to their biosynthetic appearance and that physicochemical correlations must exist between anticodons and amino acids. This gives rise to difficulties of interpretation, even of a more general nature, in the theories that have been proposed to explain the origin of the genetic code; a hypothesis is thus presented in this manuscript. In particular, the hypothesis suggests that RNA hairpin structures, the ancestors of tRNAs, housing anticodon-like nucleotides in the stem were charged with precursor amino acids. As the precursor amino acids gradually developed into product amino acids, a coevolution came into being between the development of amino acids and that of anticodons, with a concomitant formation of the complete tRNA molecule thought direct duplication of the hairpin structures. All this led to the definition of the genetic code organisation. Furthermore, this made it possible for the evolving anticodons to select the emerging product amino acids, which the hypothesis therefore considers to be unspecified in the initial phase of genetic code evolution but which were selected also because of their ability to interact with anticodons. In this way the main obstacle to interpretation is removed. Fossils of these events can now be observed in some amino acid-modified nucleosides specifically located in the tRNA anticodon loops. This is all presented in the framework of a general discussion of the ideas and data in favour of a late origin of the genetic code, as opposed to an early origin in the context of the theories proposed to explain the origin of the genetic code organisation.